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Onomatopoeia

It is a generally accepted principle of language that the relationship between the form of words and 
their meaning is arbitrary. 

(a) Since words almost all consist of sequences of sounds, which are themselves meaningless, how 
could it be otherwise? 

(b) Different languages have different words for the same referent
English: house French: maison

BUT

Some speech sounds echo extra-linguistic sounds, e.g., s-sound, sh-sound

In some words the sound echoes the sense. This is onomatopoeia



Consonant Onomatopoeia 

Voiceless stops (p, t, k) chop, click, clap, clip, crack, flip, hack, lop, peck, pop, plop, slap, 
smack, snip, snap, tap, whack, zip and zap. 

Voiced stops (b, d, g) burp and belch. In Ode to a Nightingale Keats describes a drink as 
having ‘beaded bubbles winking at the brim’. 

s sip, slurp, hiss and piss. 

sh crush, gush, slosh (around in the mud) swish and whish (past) 
and whoosh.  Crash, slash… (see next slides)

z buzz/ buzzer, sizzle, fizz and fizzle, zyzzyx (sand wasp) and zip. 

f puff

m hum

ng twang, gong, sing/sang/sung, ring/rang/rung, ding/dong, 



Onomatopoeia
vowels

High-front vowel
Pip, peep

Low vowel
Cat, cut, cart

High-back vowel
Foot-food



Vowel onomatopoeia

High-front vowels Low, central vowels High-back, rounded vowels

Coins clink Heavy chains clank Cows moo

Clunk, click every trip Doves coo

Sleigh bells jingle jangle Owls hoot

Small bells tinkle Sheep go baa baa Gulls mew

Little birds tweet, cheep Big dogs go woof-woof

pipit cuckoo

oompah

tweeter woofer



Sound symbolism

Symbolism is where two or more words share meaning and form, not necessarily sound, i.e. not 
necessarily onomatopoeic.

Clomp, stomp, romp, chomp

Meaning: vigorous…..

Form: -omp

We exclude cases where there is a single origin.

Two, twin, twenty (2x10), twelve (2 +…)

Twig, twist, twine, twill, twiddle



Sound symbolism -ump

Sound of collision bump, crump, dump, flump, plump, slump, thump, whump

Heavy mass (no sound) chump, clump, hump, lump, mump(s), plump, rump, stump

Both Plump down into the chair, ‘a plump and pleasing person’

Humpty-Dumpty, Forest Gump , Mr Pumblechook

He is ‘a large hard-breathing, middle-aged slow man, with a mouth like a 
fish, dull staring eyes and sandy hair standing upright on his head, so that 
he looked as if he had just been all but choked.’ 

Down in the dumps, mump and moan, an old grump



Sound symbolism –ump 2

The number of –ump words has increased over the course of Modern English. Many have no clear etymology

ME ME: lump, rump and stump, the verb dump along with plump, which occurred as a noun referring to a 
clump or cluster (a plump of spears) and as a verb meaning ‘land with a splash, to plunge into water’ 
or ‘to land with a thud’ 

C16 Mumps, thump and tump (mound, heap)

C17 bump, chump, clump and crump in 

C18 flump and hump

C19 whump

They arise from blends, but components hard to identify

Chump may be a blend of chunk and lump, or a modification of chunk to assimilate to the group lump, stump, 
etc. Whump may blend the wh- of words like whack and whip with the -ump rhyme. 
Rump has also been used as a verb for ‘to have sexual intercourse’ since the seventeenth century and in the 
twentieth century the reduplicated derivative rumpy-pumpy appeared as a term for sexual intercourse. 



Sound symbolism -umble

Low sound bumble (as in bumble bee), drumble (as in drumble bee and drumble
drone), grumble, mumble and rumble and lumber (US)

failure bumble ‘flounder’, crumble, fumble, jumble, lumber, stumble and 
tumble. 

both mumble

Bumble: humming/buzzing,a blunder, a mess/muddle

Bumble-arsed (2014), bumble-footed

Mr. Bumble, a beadle in Charles Dickens's novel Oliver Twist (1838

“A fat man, and a choleric ... Mr. Bumble had a great idea of his 
oratorical powers and his importance.”

'Bumble' lives up to the symbolism of his name through his displays of 
self-importance, greed, hypocrisy and foolishness. Wikipedia



Sound symbolism -ash

Most of the monosyllabic words with the rhyme -ash that have been in use at one time or another 
in the Modern Period express something to do with a forceful movement ending in a non-
momentary noise. 

bash, clash, crash, dash (against), gash (verb), gnash, hash (up), lash (against), mash, plash, slash, 
smash, splash, thrash, trash

The set has been augmented over the course of Modern English

C18: bash, a blend of bang or beat with dash, etc.

Clash came after clack, crash after crack, smash after smack, swash after swack



Sound symbolism sn-

To do with the nose

To disdain, ‘turn up one’s nose’

Snaffle ‘jointed bit, part of bridle’, snarl, sneer, sneeze, snicker ‘neigh’, snigger ‘suppressed, 
disrespectful laugh’(?), sniff/sniffle, sniffy ‘disdainful’, snob (??), snook ‘thumb to nose’, snoot
‘nose’, ‘snob’, snooty, snooze, snore, snorkel (Ger. Schnorchel), snort, snot, snotty ‘snobbish’, 

snout, snub ‘treat with disdain’, snuff ‘inhale, examine by smelling, sniff’, snuff ‘powdered tobacco’, 
snuffle ‘inhale; speak through the nose’, snuffy ‘not easily pleased’, ‘huffy’

German schn-

schnauben ‘to snort’, schnaufen ‘to breathe hard’, Schnauze ‘nose, schnupfen ‘to take snuff’, etc. 
Schnozz ‘nose’ is a borrowing from Yiddish, often adapted into English as snozz.



To turn up one’s nose



Traditional given names

Names for boys often end in a consonant, often monosyllabic

Male Brad, Brian, Charles, Frank, Fred(erick), George, Jack, John, Jim/James, Luke, Mark, Scott  

Names for girls often end in a vowel, are polysyllabic and have (ante)penultimate stress 

Female Angela, Anna, Barbara, Cecilia, Emma, Emily, Julia/Julie, Laura, Linda, Maria/Marie, 
Melania, Mia, Olivia, Patricia, Rebecca,, Vera and Wendy. 

Greek Agatha, Angela, Anna, Rhonda and Sophia

French Marie

Abbreviated forms Barb(ara), Gab(rielle) and Pat(ricia). 



Malapropisms

A malapropism is the use of a word that does not fit the context, typically one that sounds similar to 
an appropriate word. The label comes from Mrs Malaprop, a character in Sheridan’s 18th century 
play The Rivals, who uses words mal à propos ‘bad for the purpose’.

‘the very pineapple of politeness’ 

a young woman is said to be ‘as headstrong as an allegory on the banks of Nile’

One word, sir: our watch, sir, have indeed
comprehended two aspicious persons, and we would
have them this morning examined before your worship.
Much Ado about Nothing Act III, scene v

Kath and Kim talk about wanting to be effluent; 
Comedian’s repertoire: sympathy orchestra, desecrated coconut



Real-life malapropisms

George W. Bush

We have enough coal to last for 250 years, yet coal also prevents (presents) an environmental 
challenge. Washington, D.C., April 20, 2005
We'll let our friends be the peacekeepers and the great country called America will be the 
pacemakers (peacemakers). Houston, Texas, Sept. 6, 2000
Tony Abbott

‘No one, however smart, however well-educated, however experienced is the suppository
(repository)of all wisdom.’
The Sydney Morning Herald 12 August 2014 and on You Tube.

In an article in The Sydney Morning Herald someone wrote, ‘No European company with operations 
in the US would dare flout the US Treasury.’ When this was quoted a few days later in the 
Melbourne Age, it became, ‘No European company with operations in the US would dare flaunt the 
US Treasury.’ The Sydney Morning Herald 10 May 2018, The Age 14 May 2018.



More real-life malapropisms

The Kings of Tarshish and the sea coasts
Shall pay him tribute
The kings of Sheba and Seba
Shall bring him gifts.
Before him all kings shall fall prostate

All would have been well if they had stuck to the Authorised Version where the kings ‘fall down before him’.

There's a good crowd once again [at the cricket]. It's good to see the contingency from Sri Lanka.

….Ponting taking an exorbitant pace down the pitch.

About a near collision between batsman and bowler: It wasn't anyone's fault, they both had right of passage.

‘Some of the homes [in Daly River] are full of mud and deluge.’ ABC TV News  6 Jan 201



More real-life malapropisms

the church that offers immorality (immortality), a self-infected wound (self-inflicted), 

inflammatory liquid (‘inflammable’ or nowadays ‘flammable’), marital arts (martial arts)

not augment well (augur), an osculating fan (oscillating)

the footballer who said he wouldn’t be resting on his morals (laurels) 

wiping the condescension (condensation) off the window

ethic (ethnic) communities, He resigned of his own fruition

storekeepers taking infantry (inventory). The phoneme infantry (inventory) of the language.

Recurring malapropism

The spray should mitigate the bug problem. 
Inconceivable differences will militate/*mitigate against the treaty.

She has my unmitigated support. Letter to the Age 8 Jan 2016



Words similar in form and meaning

I'm going to put people in my place, so when the history of this administration is written at least 
there's an authoritarian voice saying exactly what happened.
George W. Bush, Calgary, Canada, March 17, 2009

‘America is the land of opportunism.’  Miss Universe Contestant

The textbook had made mention of Australian speech being characterized by ‘pervasive nasality’.  
The student wrote that it was characterized by ‘nasal perversity’.



Words similar in form and meaning 2

Fortuitous ‘by chance’ tends to be used of happy accidents and comes to be used for ‘fortunate’.

A fortuitous meeting with Bill Shorten influenced her to vote Labor.

I am most fortunate, thus accidentally to encounter you. Coriolanus IV, iii 
Thursday and Friday are considered fortunate. 1001 Nights

What a fortuitous result! He won over $1000 in the lottery after buying just his first ticket.

Dan Quale, US Vice-president 1989-93, is reported to have said, ‘Republicans understand the 
importance of bondage between a mother and child.’ He presumably intended to say bonding, an 
emotional binding, but came out with a word for physical binding, an unfortunate lapse since 
bondage is associated with kinky sex.



Folk etymology

folk etymology: ordinary folk giving an opinion about the etymology of words. This can be reflected 
in misspelling or misuse.

Surname from French surnom spelled as *sirname (but compare sirloin)

Minuscule from Latin minus-culus spelled as *miniscule

Hair lip and hare lip

Straitlaced and straightlaced 

When all fruit fails, welcome the whores/haws. 



Misspelling



Folk etymology leads to change

Laxadaisical for lackadaisical

Female came into English from French as femelle, a diminutive of femme ‘woman’. 
The word crayfish came into English from French as crevasse but was altered to crayfish.

Bridegoom (bride-man)→ bridegroom (bride-attendant)

Short shrift often turned into short shift

Shrift is a noun from the verb to shrive which meant ‘to forgive formally as in confession’ and the expression to 
give short shrift originally referred to the brief time allowed to a criminal for confession before execution. 



Respelling by scholars

earler Latin

Vitail, vitaile victualia Victual, victuals, revictual

indite indictare indict

dette debitum debt

doute dubitare doubt

delite delectare delight

Parlement [cf. Fr. parler] LLat parlamentum/parliamentum parliament

sisoures (Latin cisoria) scissor (<scindere ‘to cut’) scissors

iland insula island



Mondegreens

She once misheard the line ‘...and laid him on the green’ as ‘Lady Mondegreen’. 
Sylvia Wright. Harper’s Magazine, November 1954.

He has spoken through the profits. (prophets)
Everlasting is thy rain (reign)

They missed out by a hare’s breath (hair’s breadth).



Interference

Fruition [from Latin frui ‘to enjoy’]

Originally ‘enjoyment’ or ‘the pleasure arising from possession’ as in An Object of Desire placed out
of the possibility of Fruition (1711). 

Association with fruit lead to it coming to mean the state or process of bearing fruit, usually 
metaphorical fruit as in ‘come to fruition and reach full fruition. 

fulsome

a. full-some ‘abundant’

b. ‘satiating’, ‘nauseous’, ‘foul-smelling’, ‘repulsive’ and ‘in bad taste’ by association with foul, which 
was pronounced like ‘fool’ in EME.

c. Nineteenth century: ‘insincere or excessive flattery’ 

d. 20th, 21st centuries, positive sense ‘fulsome praise’. Association with ‘full’


